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A symmetric, anfireflexive relation S is a comparability graph ff one can assign a transitive 
orientation to the edges: we obtain a partial order. We say that S is a comparability graph with 
constraint C, a subrelation of S, if S has a transitive orientation i cluding C. A characterization 
is given in terms of antisymmetry of a super-constraint build from C. 
We study a special case where this super-constraint s a multi-weak order (i.e., a family of 
weak orders), and apply the results to generalize, in the partial case, the notions of semi-order 
and of interval order. 
Une relation S, sym~trique etantir6flexive, st un graphe de comparabilit6 si on peut orienter 
transitivement ses arttes: on obtient un ordre partiel. Nous disons que S est un graphe de 
comparab'dit6 sous contrainte C, une sous-relation de S., si S a une orientation transitive 
contenant C. Une caract6risation est donn6e en termes d'antisym6trie d'une super-contrainte 
construite ~partir de C. 
On 6tudie un cas particulier o~ cette super-contrainte est un multi-pr6-ordre (c'est-~-dire, 
une famille de pr6ordres totaux) et on utilise les r6sultats pour g~n&aliser, au cas partiel, les 
notions de quasi-ordre t d'ordre d'intervalles. 
Notations 
Let  X be a finite set, R a relation on it: R c X 2. The dual relat ion of R is 
R -x = {(xy) ~ X2: (yx) ~ R}; 
its complement is /~ = X 2 -  R. 
The identity relation is A = {(xx):x ~ X}; we will write Ra for (R U A). 
The relation R is said complete if R U R -1 U A = X 2. 
The restriction of R to a subset Y of X is R(v) = R N y2. 
The composit ion of two relations, R and Q, on the same set X, is defined by: 
(xy )~RO ill 3z, (xz)~R,  (zy)~ Q. 
1. Comlmab~ity  graph with constraint 
1.1. Generalities 
Let S be an antireflexive, symmetric relation, it is said to be a comparability 
graph if it is the comparability relation of some partial antireflexive order T, i.e., 
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Fig. 1. 
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S = T O T -x. One also says that T is a transitive orientation (TRO) of S. Figure 1 
gives a comparability graph S with one of its TRO's. 
We say that S is a comparability graph with constraint C, where C is a 
subrelation of S, if S has a TRO which includes C. For example, in Fig. 1, the 
constraint C is included in the TRO. 
To characterize a comparability graph [1,4-7], we have to consider the follow- 
ing local pattern: (xy) and (yz) ~ S, (xz) 6 S. 
If (xy) belongs to some TRO T, it is impossible to have (yz) in the same TRO, 
because we cannot ensure transitivity by (xz): there is no edge to support an 
orientation between x and z. Then, we have (xy)~ T itt (zy)~ T. 
So, on the set S, we define a relation ~b: 
f(xy) and (x'y')~ S, 
/ r w ((xy), (x'y'))~ ~b itI J (xx)  and (yy')~ S, 
/ 
l (xx') or (yy') ~ Zi. 
The connected components of the relation ~b are called implication classes [7]. 
Fig. 2 gives a graph S with its four implication classes. 
o o 0 
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Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
An implication class will be designated by F; if (x-y)~ F we will write F = F~. 
Of course, we have F~ 1 = Fyx. 
It is possible, like in Fig. 3, to have F -x= F; we will see that the absence of 
such a symmetric lass is a characterization f a comparability graph (Corollary 
12). 
An important tool to work within implication classes, is a lemma established by 
Oolumbic [7]. 
Triangle Lemma. Assume (xy), (yz), (xz)~S, F~ # Fxz and F,~r~= F~r; if (x'y')~ 
F,~, then F= = F,,,z and F~ = F~y,. 
1.2. 'Implication closure' 
Let ~ be the lattice of all binary relations on X, and S ~ ~, a symmetric and 
antireflexive r lation. Using the implication classes of S, we define a map ~s of 
into itself by 
~/s(R)=ROq ?a Fxy)(R~). 
x~) AS 
The following properties are obvious or easy to prove: 
lhroptmition 1. ~/s is a closure, i.e., R : ~/s(R); RtcR2 implies ~/s(R1)c ~/s(R2), 
and ys o3ts = ~/s . 
l lropo$ition 2. ~s(R1 U R2) = "Ys(R~) U ~/s(R2). 
Proposition 3. S is ~s-closed: ~,s(S)= S. 
1.3. Symmetry versus transitivity 
Let R be a subrelation of S; if R is transitive, it is necessarily alatisymmetric. 
But, when we work with Ts-elosecl relations (R = Ts(R)), very often, the antisym- 
metry r~utr" ement is sufficient o ensure the transitivity. This generally occurs 
when the relation verifies the following condition (called 'ST' for 
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Symmetry/Transitivity): 
Definition. The ST condition holds for a relation R i t t  (xy) and (yz)e R imply 
(xz) or (zy) e R. 
It is clear that if the ST condition holds for an antireflexive relation, then this 
relation is either transitive or has some symmetry. 
Proposition 4. The ST condition holds for any implication class. 
lh~ot. Let us assume that (xy) and (yz)~ F. If (xz)¢ S, then ((zy), (xy))e cb and 
(zy) e F; we may therefore assume that (xz) ~ S. If (xz) and (zy) ¢ F then F~ # F=, 
F= # F~ by the triangle lemma, since (yz) e F~, F~ = F=, which is impossible. [] 
Coro lh~ $ (Golumbic [7, Theorem 2]). An implication class is either symmetric, 
or antisymmetric and transitive. 
We will see (Theorems 16 and 19) some other important uses of this ST 
condition. 
1.4. Constraint and super-constraint 
Let v be the transitive closure on ~. The following proposition is obvious: 
Proposifmn 6. If T is a TRO of S, then it is Ts and r-closed 
T= Ts(T)='r(T).  
Suppose a constraint C included in a TRO T; because closures are order- 
preserving maps, we have 
Ts(C)~ Ts(T) = T and v (C)cv(T )= T; 
but also: VOTs(C)c T, TsOVOTs(C)~ T, and so on: if q~ is any composition of v 
and %, we have: ¢ (C)c  T. But this series of successive constraints reduces to just 
one 'super-constraint', as the two following propositions show: 
Proposition 7. I f  C = S, then T$ o r o % ( C) = v o Ts ( C). 
lbroo|. Clearly, C c S implies Ts (C) c S. 
Assume (xy)~ VOTs(C), (zy)e S and (xz)~S, then (zy)~F~;  we have to prove 
(zy)e ~o~(C). 
If (xy)ev°Ts(C), it is because there exists, in 3,s(C), a path (tl, h , - - . ,  tk), 
k>~2, going from x=tz  to y=tk;  because (ztx)~ g and (ztk)~S, there exists an i, 
l~<i ~k-  1, such that (z~)e S and (zti+a)~ S; then, (Ik/i+l)~ Ts(C) implies (z~+l) ~ 
Ts(C); hence, (z, 6+l , . . . , tk=y)  is a path in Ts(C), and (zy)evoTs(C). I-I 
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Corollal~ 8. I f  ~o is any composition of • and Vs, then 
C c S implies q~ (C) c "r o Vs (C). 
Proo|. By routine computations using the closure properties of ~- and Vs. [] 
Thus, we can say that ~o%(C) is the super-constraint we have to deal with: if T 
is a TRO of S, containing C, then To%(C) has to be contained in T; thus, ~o%(C) 
has to be contained in S; it has also to be antisyrmnetric; but these two properties 
are equivalent: 
PrOlmSifmn 9. I- o % (C) is antisymmetric iff "r o % (C) c S. 
Proot. If ~,o%(C)c S has some symmetry, by transitivity it has some reflexivity; 
but that is impossible by the antireflexivity of S. 
If zo%(C)c/:S, there exists, in %(C), a path (x~,x2, . . . ,xk) ,  k>-3, with 
(x~+l) ~ Vs (C), 1 ~< i <~ k - 1; (XtXk-1) ~ S, and (xlxk) e S; then (Xk_IX1) E vs(C) and 
(xt, x2, • •.,  xk-1, x~) is a circuit in %(C); hence, by transitivity, ~-o%(C) has some 
symmetry. [] 
Pro0osilion 10. Let C be a constraint in S, and F, an implication class of S; then 
rTov (c) = S, 
.,- o vs[.,-o v , (C)  u t i c  s iff r n r -1  = O, 
lr-ln ov,(c)=o. 
Remark. These conditions are all antisymmetry equirements; the three ones on 
the right side are equivalent to: (~°v~(C)O F) is antisymmetric. 
Proot. Let A = (~'ovs(C)UF), and B = Toys(C). 
The antisymmetry of ~'o%(A) implies the antisymmetry of A because A c 
~o%(A). 
By Proposition 2, V~(~o%(C)OF)= %ovo%(C)O %(F); but, by Proposition 7, 
and the fact that F is %-closed, we have %ovo%(C)= vo%(C) and %(/ ' )= F; 
then, ~o%(A) = I"(A). 
So we shall prove that the antisymmetry of A implies that A is without circuit, 
with the classical consequence that ~-(A) is a partial order, then antisymmetric. 
Suppose that A is antisymmetric and has some circuit. Let Z be a circuit of A, of 
minimal length. Z is not included in B, because B is antisymmetric and transitive 
(see Proposition 4). Because the transitivity of B and F, and the minimality of 
Z, Z is an alternating circuit with a succession of arcs B and F. 
Suppose in Z the sequence (xy) ~ F, (yz)~B, (zt)~F; the property F- l f ' IB =0 
implies, on the one hand (xz) ~ S, and on the other hand, (zy) ¢ F, then F~ ~ Fz~; 
because Z is minimal, (xz) ~ F and F~ ~ F~z ; by the triangle lemma, since (zt) ~ F, 
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rzz = r=,  which is impossible. So, it is impossible to suppose Z with more than 
one r arc; but, because it is an alternating circuit, it is of length 2: it is mere 
symmetry. So, if A is antisymmetric, it has no circuit. [] 
Theorem 11. Let S be a symmetric and antireflexive relation; S is a comparability 
graph with constraint C (i.e., there is a TRO of S, including C), if: 
(1) any implication class of S is antisymmetric, 
FAF-~=O ( re  S); 
(2) the super constraint r°~A(C) is antisymmetric. 
~oo| .  Let T be a TRO of S: C c T implies T o,/~ (C) c T, and the antisymmetry 
of T implies the antisymmetry of ~-o ~(C).  
For any class r ,  we have either r c T or F - to  T; then F or r -~ has to be 
antisymmetric, but they are both antisymmetric or both symmetric. 
Suppose now that classes and super-constraint are antisymmetric. 
Have an arbitrary order on the classes: {F~, r2 , . . . ,  F} and perform the follow- 
ing algorithm: 
A0 = T°%(C); 
=/zo-ys(Ai_lur~) if F7 ~ OA,_ I=¢,  
A~ tAi_l if not. 
By Proposition 10, and our assumptions, it is clear that any successive Ai is 
antisymmetric; then Ak is a TRO of S, including C because C c A0 c A1 c .  • • c 
Ak. [] 
Corolinry 12 (Golumbic [7, Theorem 17]). S is a comparability graph (i.e., there is a 
TRO of S) if any implication class of S is antisymmetric. 
Proo|. If, in Theorem 11, C =O, then zo~/s(C)=O is antisymmetric. [] 
2. Multi-weak order 
Let 0 and E be two disjoint antireflexive relations on a set S, 0 being 
antisymmetric and E symmetric. Let Ea = E U A, S = 0 U 0 -1U E, S = X 2 -  S. 
It is well known that the system (O, Ea) is a weak order if S is complete and O 
and Ea are transitive relations. 
Ue~it ion.  (O, Ea) is a multi-weak order itt: 
(1) OO c O; 
(2) EaEa c Ea U S. 
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The following propositions are obvious or easy to prove: 
Proposition 13. If S~y~, the restriction of S to a subset Y of X, is complete, then 
(O~y~, Ea~,,.~) is a weak order i f / (0 ,  Ea) is a multi-weak order. 
PrOlmSilion 14. If (O, Ea) is a multi-weak order, then OEa UEaO~OUS.  
l~oposilion 15. If (0, Ea) is a multi-weak order, the three following propositions 
are equivalent: 
(i) E = Ts(E); 
(ii) o= Ts(o); 
(ai) UE OcO. 
Theorem 16. Let S be a comparability graph; C a subrelation of S; O = 3,s(C), 
E = S - (OU O--1). The following properties are equivalent: 
(l) ~0, Ea) is a multi-weak order; 
(2) (a) O is antisymmetric, and 
(b) (xy) ~ C, (xz) or (zy) ~ S imply (xz) or (zy) ~ O. If these conditions hold: 
(3) S is a comparability graph with constraint C; 
(4) E is a comparability graph; 
(5) A relation T is a TRO of S, including C, if there exists TE, a TRO of E, such 
that T = 0 U Try; 
(6) The intersection of the TRO's of S, including C, is exactly 0.  
~ .  If (2(b)) holds, the ST condition holds for O. 
Proof. Suppose (xy) and (yz)~ O; we have to prove (xz) or (zy)~ O; it (xz)~ S, 
then zy ~ Fm c O. Let us assume that (xz)~ S; if (xz) and (zy)~ O, then F~ :/: F~ 
and F,,~Fz~, and we can apply the Triangle Lemma; but (xy)~O=~/s(C) 
supposes the existence of (x'y')e Fm OC, and (x'z) and (zy')e S; then, by (2)(b), 
(x'z) or (zy')e O, and finally, (xz) or (zy)e O, which is a contradiction. [] 
Proof of Theorem 16. (2)::> (1). Because the ST condition holds for the an- 
tireflexive antisymmetric relation O, then O is transitive (Proposition 4). Suppose 
(xz) and (zy)eEa, (xy)eO; because Ea 00=¢ we have x¢z ,  z~y,  F~y¢F=, 
Fxy :/: Fzy; for the same reason, we cannot be in the condition of triangle lemma 
(xy) ~ O implies some (x'y') ~ tr'~ n C, and, by condition (2)(b) (x'z) or (zy') e O, 
that is, (xz) or (zy)~ O. 
Thus, EaEa c Ea O S. 
(1) (2)(a). Obvious. 
(1) ::~ (2)(b). Suppose (xy)~ C and (xz)~ S: 
(i) it (xz)  O, (2)(b) is verified; 
(ii) it (zx)~O, the, by transitivity, (zy)~O; 
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(iii) if (xz) ~ E, then, by Proposition 15, (zy) ~ O. 
(3) S is a comparability graph, and its implication classes are antisymmetric 
(Corollary 5); O= ~A(C) is transitive, and ~-o~/,(C)=O is antisymmetric; hence, 
the conditions of Theorem 11 hold. 
(4) Consider two disjoint implication classes of S, F and F', included in E; 
suppose (xy)~F and (zy)~F';  note that if (xz)~E, (Ft3F') is included in a 
unique implication class of E;  but (xy) and (yz)~E, in a multi-weak order, 
implies (xz) ~ Ea t.J S; because (xz) ~/t t.J S implies F = F', then we have (xz) ~ E. 
Thus the implication classes of E are exactly those of S which are included in 
E;  they are antisyrnmetric, and E is a comparability graph (Corollary 6). 
(5) Let TE be a TRO of E;  dearly, T=OO TE is an orientation of S; to prove 
its transitivity, it's enough to prove OTE t.J TEO c T, because of the transitivity of 
O and T~. If (xy)~ OTE, there exists zsuch that (xz)~O and (zy)~ TEcE; then, 
by Proposition 15, (xy) ~ O c T. 
Let T be a TRO of S, including C; then T~O.  Clearly, TE = T -O is an 
orientation of E. Suppose (xy) and (yz)~ TEcE; then, (xz)~Ea t.J S. Because TE 
is antisymmetric, (xz)q~ A; because T is antisymmetric and ~-closed, (xz)6 S; 
then (xz)~ E, and is transitively oriented by T. Thus, TE is transitive. 
(6) Any TRO of S, including C, includes O, and O is included in their 
intersection. 
Let TE be a TRO of E: ~FE 1 is also a TRO of E; let T=Ot_ITF and 
T '= OU 2~E1; TO T '= O, and O includes the intersection of the TRO's of S, 
including C. [] 
Remark. In the theorem, we assume that S is a comparability graph; this 
assumption is necessary only for properties (3) to (6). In Fig. 4, we see a 
multi-weak order of which the relation S is not a comparability graph, because E
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3. Partial seml-order and interval order 
The notions of semi-order [8, 9] and of interval order [3] received many 
axiomatic definitions (for a survey, see [2, 10]). 
The problems arose from the social sciences, in order ' to study preference 
structures which are rarely described by a weak order: the indifference is not an 
equivalence, because it is not always transitive. 
Let P and I (for preference and indifference) be two disjoint antireflexive 
relations on a set X, P being antisymmetric and I symmetric; let Ia = I UA, 
S=pup-*u I ,  g~-X2-S. 
The system (P, I) is an interval order iff: 
(1) S is complete, 
(2) P is transitive, 
(3) PIa is antisymmetric. 
It is easy to show that (3) can be replaced by an equivalent property: (3') Ia P is 
antisymmetric. 
The system (P, I) is a semi-order iff: 
(1) S is complete, 
(2) P is transitive, 
(3) (Plzx U IaP) is antisymmetric. 
The characterization using PIa or IaP is probably due to Monjardet [8]; in fact, 
(PIa U IaP) was used by Luce [9] within a proof. 
Clearly, these definitions by antisymmetric relations are near of some of our 
results. But, in order to generalize from the complete case to the partial one, we 
need a different definition of these relations. 
For any system (P,/),  we consider the three following relations: 
F = {(xy) ~ S ::1 z, (xz)~ P, (yz)d P}, 
a = {(xy) • S :3z, (zx) ¢ P, (zy) • V}, 
H={(xy)eS : : l z , (xz )  or (zy)eP,  (zx) and (yz)¢V}. 
It is easy to see that H = F U G. The equivalence between these relations and 
the preceding ones, in the classical case, is established by: 
l~toposifion 1"1. For a system (P, I), assume that S is complete and P transitive; 
then F = PIa ; G =IaP; H = PIa U laP. 
l[h~o|. PIa cF .  H (xy) ~PIa, first we have x~y,  and then (xy)e S, by complete- 
ness of S; secondly, we have z such that (xz)~P and (zy)~Ia, that is: (yz)~P;  
hence, (xy) ~ F. 
FcP Ia .  If (xy)~F, we have z with (xz )~P and (yz)6P. If (zy)~P, then, by 
transitivity of P, (xy) ~ P c PIA ; if (zy) ~ Ia, then, (xy) ~ PIa. 
Thus, Pit = F;  the other equalities are proved in a similar way. I-1 
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Proposition 18. For any system (P,/), we have: 
(1) PcFNGNH;  
(2) I f  F, or G, or H is antisymmetric, then P is transitive. 
Proof. (1) Suppose (xy) 9~ P and z = y; then (xy) ~ S, (xz) ~ P and (yz) 9~ P, and 
(xy) ~F. Thus, P c F; in a similar way, we see Pc  13, P c H. 
(2) Suppose (yx) and (xz) ~ P; if (yz) ~ P, then (xy) ~ F; but (yx) ~ P c F; then, 
if F is antisymmetric, we have the transitivity: (yz)~ P. [] 
Tlheore~ 19. For any system (P, I), the condition (2)(b) of Theorem 16 holds for 
F, G andH. 
Proof. We will prove the property for F: (xy)~ F, (xz) or (zy)e S imply (xz) or 
(zy)  w(F). 
Suppose (xz) e S: if (zy) e S, then (xz) e ~A(F); then, suppose (zy) e S; (xy) e F 
implies that (xt)~ P and (yt)gP for some t; if (zt)gP, with (xt)eP, we get 
(xz)eFc3,s(F); if (zt)eP, with (yt)gP, we get (zy)eFc-y~(F). [] 
So, we see how to define partial interval and semi-orders, in order to make 
valid all properties in Theorem 16: 
D~nlt ion. A system (P,/) is a partial interval order iff: 
(1) its relation S is a comparability graph; 
(2) the y~-closure of its relation F, or of its relation (3, is antisymmetric. 
D~nlt ion. A system (P,/) is a partial semi-order iff: 
(1) its relation S is a comparability graph; 
(2) the y~-closure of its relation H is antisymmetric. 
Remark. As we said before, for the complete case, PIa antisymmetric mplies 
lap antisymmetric. The same is true in the general case, for F and G; but it is not 
generally true for ys(F) and ys(G), as shown in Fig. 5, where we have six 
implication classes: F12={(12), (14), (54), (34), (64), (32)}, F13={(13)}, Fs6 = 
{(56)}, and their duals; we have F={(12), (13), (56), (54)} and hence y~(F)= 
F12UFIaUF56; but in G, we have (12) and (46), and y~(G) is with symmetry 
because F46 = r~2 x. 
/ \! 
Fig. 5. 
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To end this study, we have to consider the complete subparts of a partial 
interval order or semi-order: 
Theorem 20. If (P, I) is a partial interval order (resp. semi-order) then, for all 
subsets Y of X such that Scv) is complete, the subsystem (Pcm, ICY)) is an interval 
order (resp. semi-order). 
Proo|. We consider only a partial interval order defined by F. Because ~/s(F) is 
antisymmetric, F is so, and P is transitive (Proposition 18): Pcxo is transitive, 
because See 3 is complete. 
Let F[Y] be the F relation built on the subsystem (P(y~, Icy3); note that, if 
{x, y}c Y, (xy)~ S, (xz)~P, (yz)~g, then (xy)~F, and therefore (xy)eFcx o, but 
we do not have necessarily (xy) e FLY]. So, we have, by Proposition 18, P(v)Icv ) = 
F[Y]cFc~ o = ~/s(F), and the antisymmetry of the last relation implies that of the 
first one. Thus (PcY), Icy3) is an interval order. [] 
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